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items to be learned to a smaller number of minimum essen-
tials. One investigation limited the number of important
foreign cities to be studied. Another group of researches
attempted to ascertain the facts in history, geography, and
civics that are indispensable in order to read periodicals and
books intelligently. An analysis of textbooks showed which
facts, dates, topics, and problems were considered most im-
portant by writers of textbooks. The consensus of "expert"
judgments was used to check further the list of minimal
essentials. Although some of these methods of determining
minimal essentials are open to criticism,, the effort to provide
a "map of values" which is not cluttered up by insignificant
detail is commendable. Parallel with this elimination of
dead wood a trend is noticeable to devote more time to social
studies in grades four to six and to make all work in school
social training.
INTELLIGENCE
A child's intelligence is revealed by his "way of respond-
ing to problem situations." Within the limits set by hered-
ity, it develops in response to appropriate stimulation. If a
child continually functions below his potentialities, his in-
telligence quotient as now measured may decline. If, on the
other hand, he is stimulated to his optimum of effort, an
apparent increase in intelligence is noted. Some individuals
are robust, others flabby in the use of their mental ability.
Manifestations of Intelligence. — Intelligence of nine- to
twelve-year-old children is indicated by their ability to de-
tect absurdities and to see significant elements in a situation,
by the sensible answers they give to questions, their success
in understanding the precise meaning of words and in defin-
ing abstract words, their power to detect verbal and mathe-
matical relationships and make generalizations, their use of
language, and the possession of such information as might
be acquired by an alert mind in daily contact with things
and persons. These are attributes of educability. They
constitute what is commonly called intelligent behavior.
It is difficult to hoodwink ten- and eleven-year-old chil-

